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A resource especially for students in grades 4-8 learning Spanish and English.. Includes more than

40,000 entries with clear, concise translations and definitions.. Bidirectional: English to Spanish and

Spanish to English.. A special section with detailed pronunciation guides to the English words,

including IPA (International Phonetic Alphabet), helps English learner's speak the language.. Over

1,000 detailed drawings illustrated more than 10,000 additional terms and phrases that identify parts

of the object in both English and Spanish.. Perfect for use at school and home, and for students

learning a second language.
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Since 1937. Merriam-Webster is America's foremost publisher of language-related reference works.

The company publishes a diverse array of print and electronic products, including

Merriam-Webster's CollegiateÃƒâ€šÃ‚Â® Dictionary, Eleventh Edition America's best-selling desk

dictionary and Webster's Third New International Dictionary, Unabridged. Merriam-Webster can be

considered the direct lexicographical heir of Noah Webster. In 1843, the company bought the rights

to the 1841 edition of Webster's magnum opus, An American Dictionary of the English Language,

Corrected and Enlarged. At the same time, they secured the rights to create revised editions of the

work. Since that time, Merriam-Webster editors have carried forward Noah Webster's work, creating



some of the most widely used and respected dictionaries and reference books in the world.

Just as expected in new condition. This is a great illustrated Spanish-English dictionary that is good

for any adult as well as students. Lots of illustrations with detailed vocabulary. Helps with Spanish

vocabulary you never would have had exposure to with other "regular" Spanish-English dictionaries.

As soon as I opened the package I knew I was going to love it! My 2nd grader was asked to help

translate some of the work to one of her new classmates. When she arrived from school she asked

me a couple of words she wasn't sure how to translate, which I did, but I thought that it would also

be a good idea to get a Spanish/English dictionary. The cover is durable (which is a major plus

since this will mainly be used by my young children... and myself); not too heavy; easy to use; and

up to date.

I bought this dictionary because my granddaughter wants to learn Spanish from me. I'm bilingual

and a retired ESL and Bilingual mathematics teacher. This dictionary's level is 4th to 8th. Good

grammar section, good clear definitions especially for words with multiple meanings. The

granddaughter likes the illustrations very much.

This dictionary is a perfect tool for the adult student I work with in the Literacy Program at our local

library.

My son is learning Spanish he's going in to 3rd grade. This book has been very helpful, easy for him

to find words independently after showing him. Now he is able to look up words here's not sure of

without my assistance.

Love the illustrations and multiple examples. I liked the modern entries and that the English vs

Spanish were not exact repeats of illustrations. Gee if this were available as a Kindle version it

would get 5 stars.

Perfect for Spanish homework. Nice illustrations and font size is easy to read.

I bought two of these for two of my students that just moved to the United States. They use them

almost every day. The pictures really help them too. Money well spent.
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